KICK UP SALES

WITH ADVERTISING & EVENT BRANDING

BANNERS

Welcome the audience and encourage team spirit with indoor
or outdoor banners. There’s a wide variety of options, with
many sizes, materials and finishing styles to choose from.
STARTING AT

37.30

$

(C)

TENTS

Provide some shade for players and fans while you serve them concessions,
provide information, or encourage them to sign up for special events. Tent
canopies can be imprinted with a logo or dye sublimated with a full-color
design. These tents have an enormous variety of accessory options, so
you can design a standout look that’s perfect for your team or brand.

STARTING AT

796.60

$

(C)

EUROFIT A-FRAME

This A-frame is perfect for short-term outdoor use in mild
conditions. It’s easy to set up and light enough to carry from place
to place without breaking a sweat. Polyester knit material hides the
frame and can be dye sublimated with a beautiful full-color design.

STARTING AT

858.20

$

(C)

SAIL SIGNS
IMPORTANT:
Sail signs are a great way to get your message noticed. The carbon composite poles are strong
CAD
MSRP
and flexible,
and(C)
the banners feature reinforced pole pockets. Sail signs are available in a variety of

shapes and sizes, with several base options for indoor and outdoor use. Banners are dye sublimated
Dye Sublimation Imprint
to produce rich, vibrant colors, and they come in both single-sided and double-sided options.
Item #

Description

109070 6' Premium Throw
109071 8' Premium Throw

White fabric dyed with any color

1

2-5

6-11

12-24

435.00 390.00 365.00 340.00
460.00 410.00 385.00 360.00

CAD MSRP (C)

showdowndisplays.com • info@signzoneinc.com
Visit

All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown
for informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change with the current exchange
rate. Pricing published
1.40 exchange rate.
showdowndisplays.com
for moreatinformation.

ASI:
87188 SAGE:
PPAI: 67383
254687 UPIC:
SAGE:
51697 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202
ASI: 87188 PPAI:
254687
SHOWDOWN

STARTING AT

173.60

$

(C)

ADDITIONAL BRANDING OPTIONS FOR

SOCCER EVENTS

SIGNICADE DELUXE A-FRAME
A-frames are great for short-term outdoor use, and the plastic
construction makes them weather-resistant and maintenancefree. Single-sided and double-sided options are available.
STARTING AT

264.60

$

(C)

OVER-THE-TOP DISPLAY & ULTRAFIT THROW
These two products are the perfect tabletop combo. UltraFit table throws stretch over a table
for a wrinkle-free look. Over-the-Top Displays come in a variety of looks and can be adjusted
to fit 6’ or 8’ tables. This combo is ideal for providing information or serving concessions.

STARTING AT

539.00
$
434.00
$

(C)

&

(C)

OUTDOOR TREK LITE RETRACTOR

This heavy-duty retractor loves the great outdoors! It features two single-sided
vinyl banners so it’s ideal for outdoor use, and the attachable feet keep it stable.
It’s lightweight, so it’s easy to move so you can display it wherever the action is.
STARTING AT

781.20

$

(C)

HORIZONTAL A-FRAME

Announce sports and registration events, or simply let the world know your team is
the best. The durable, aluminum frame is designed to withstand outdoor conditions,
and it supports one or two banners for a single- or double-sided display. Bungee
cords and ground stakes are included to keep everything secure and grounded.

STARTING AT

420.00
(C)

TWIST-UP OVAL A-FRAME

This A-frame offers eye-catching indoor or outdoor marketing
with an easy twist-open setup. It’s extremely lightweight
and portable, so you can move it around without hassle.
STARTING AT

448.00

$

(C)

OUTDOOR EVENT COOLER

IMPORTANT:
CAD MSRP (C)

This cooler lets you keep beverages cool while promoting a brand or
team. It holds up to 40 lbs. of ice and 48 standard 12-oz. beverage cans.
Your artwork can be displayed across most of the visible surface area on
Dye Sublimation Imprint
the side of the unit, giving your message the ample space it deserves.
Item #

Description

109070 6' Premium Throw
109071 8' Premium Throw

White fabric dyed with any color

1

2-5

6-11

12-24

435.00 390.00 365.00 340.00
460.00 410.00 385.00 360.00

CAD MSRP (C)

showdowndisplays.com • info@signzoneinc.com
Visit

All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown
for informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change with the current exchange
rate. Pricing published
1.40 exchange rate.
showdowndisplays.com
for moreatinformation.

ASI:
87188 SAGE:
PPAI: 67383
254687 UPIC:
SAGE:
51697 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202
ASI: 87188 PPAI:
254687
SHOWDOWN

STARTING AT

567.00

$

(C)

